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typos﴿ from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1842 Excerpt: ...already drawn considerably in the preparation of this narrative, ﴿
Capt. Elam Lynds, who was at this time the agent of the Auburn prison, was too wise to give up the idea that the beneficial moral influences
of solitude might yet be combined with some successful system of congregated labor. He felt convinced that this result could be attained
by a union of the two opposite principles‐‐by confining the convicts to solitary cells at night and on Sundays, and compelling them to work
during the day in large workshops in absolute silence, and under such a vigilant inspection as should preclude, so far as possible, all
intercourse in any manner between them. It has been a subject of some controversy, who was entitled to the credit of having originated
this system a point necessarily difficult to decide, when it is considered how naturally, during the progress of its experimental growth, the
suggestions which might proceed informally from the various minds engaged in and about it, would flow into one general current of
opinion, common perhaps to several. Capt. Lynds, having unquestionably been the first to complete, mature and execute the plan, has
generally received from public opinion the credit of its invention an honor which justice would probably require to be divided with Mr.
John D. Cray, one of the master‐workmen or architects employed in the construction of the building. The experiment was tried. Capt. Lynds,
a man of remarkable energy and firmness of character, who had formerly served in the army of the United States, and who retained all the
habits of rigid and severe military discipline there to be acquired, assembled the convicts together, and giving them the rules by which their
conduct must be governed, told them that they must henceforth labor dil..
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